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ISSUES AND PROGRAMS - 3RD QUARTER 2011

No Programming was provided on the station as the Network format is 2417 Country
Music Videos; however, numerous PSAs were aired. The following :30 second spots
were run during the 3rd quarter. Scheduling was ROS:

The Foundation for a Better Life: A SOl(c) (3) nonprofit organization who promotes
values such as honesty, Sharing, Patience, etc. The purpose is to encourage viewers to
"pass on" the message. Spots included "Peer Pressure - Do the Right Thing" and
"Honesty - in the Classroom"

ABAIPEP (public Education Partnership) :30 spots to include:
Alabama National Guard - "Born Ready" Campaign. The two spots featured as

part of this campaign include "The Ride" - the Coast Guard's environmental mission on
coastlines and inter-coastal waterways and "The Workout" - featuring the physical
challenges and rewarding opportunities in the Coast Guard.

Alabama State Bar Association - Wills for Heroes
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ISSUES-PROGRAMS

A. Narrative describing the issue:

The United States Coast Guard is launching a new TV campaign which continues the theme
"Born Ready". The message is part of an effort to recruit more active duty and reserve
members to the Coast Guard.

Source: Name of Individual & Position:
Address & Phone:

Elizabeth H. Fishkin
Media Supervisor
LM&O
2000 N. 14th Street, Suite 800
Arlington, VA 22201-2573
703-797-7106 ph
elizabethfishkin@lmo.com

B. Narrative describing the program:

The new "Born Ready" campaign for TV consists of two spots in different lengths:
"The Ride" in :15 and :30; "The Workout" in :15 and :30 and a :30 Spanish version. All voices
in each spot are actual US Coast Guard members.

"The Ride" talks about the CGs'·environmental mission on coastlines and inter-coastal
waterways. "The Workout" features a female voice talking about the physical challenges and
rewarding opportunities in the Coast Guard.

c. Pre.ram Infermati.n: (list date/time/duration or attach affidavits)

TITLE OF PROGRAM DATE TIME DURATION

TOTAL
TV Nov 2011-April 2012


